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Stranger in paradise

Formation and training

To him who did his worst to destroy
his own life, there was this surprise: he failed.
He merely awoke in another place, in another context,
with the same load of anxiety and foreboding.
That life had quietly triumphed over his own despair
he did not notice; what he felt was alarm:
he would have to cope again, and now with the appalling memory
of his suicide weighing him down.

The Sower he comes
He comes out to sow,
Comes out to our fields to sow the land.
God’s word is the seed he comes to sow,
But sadly he sows, for the seed from his hand
Becomes tangled in weeds,
Or falls on a stone,
Or little birds swoop on the seed as its thrown.
Where the soil lies on rock,
Or is just too shallow,
With sorrow he sees, in the heat of the day
Our beautiful fields all lying a’fallow,
Our promising crops all withered away.

But all was not lost; persistent, kind faces
planted the seeds of hope: the past is another country;
he didn`t have to live there anymore.
He could shake off the sense
that everyone did things better than he did,
that he was not good at anything,
that he was not even normal, for God`s sake.
Insight: Isaiah wandered naked in the desert for three years.
Was that normal? Was John the Baptist, who lived in the desert
and ate grasshoppers, normal?
He was not in such bad company, after all.
God would not have wanted just to crush him with mental illness;
Perhaps there was a spiritual call behind it
which it had never occurred to him to seek out.
Perhaps it was still there, on the other side of the blackness.
Still, he was a long way from there now.
Meanwhile, he could make a contribution just by smiling. ◆
By Reg Naulty

The Sower he comes,
He comes out to sow,
Comes out to our fields to sow the land.
God’s word is the seed he comes to sow
And he joyfully sows, for the seed from his hand
Falls on good soil,
to take root and grow
In our fields’ verdant soil,
Where our work and our prayer,
By love and by toil,
With rake and with hoe,
By heart and by soul,
Make welcome it there!
And when it comes time to harvest, he will send to our fields
Angels as reapers with horses and carts
To bring in our crops, no matter the yields;
Pure golden grainThe fruit of our hearts. ◆
By Pat Cunneen
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May we all be one

By Anthony Thornton

At the Last Supper Jesus prayed to
the Father that we “may all be one”
(John 17:20). This is my prayer for
the Society in Australia.
There’s a well-known saying, usually
applied in the political arena that
“disunity is death.” I believe that the same
applies to us. We have a strong tradition
of allowing and even celebrating the
highest possible degree of autonomy
for Conferences in their ministry to
Christ’s Poor. This is something that we
should continue to nourish and sustain,
although I think that we should be doing
more to ensure that all members are
given the opportunity for formation and
development. It’s not the grass-roots level
of autonomy that is problematic, as long
as we are all on the same page about why
we are here.
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The problem occurs when, instead of thinking
and acting like we belong to One Society, we
start talking and behaving as if we were eight
Societies. We might consist of eight State
and Territory Councils but we should never
see ourselves as eight Societies. How can we
possibly use our resources in the best way for
the poor if we fail to work together?

None of us are the same and there are
some things that, as members of the
Society, we might never agree on. But
there is one thing that should be exactly
the same for all of us and that we should
agree on without exception. And that
is our love for Christ in the Poor and
marginalised.

Poverty in Australia knows no boundaries.
The people who are pushed to the edges are
often pushed from State to State in search of
housing or employment or family support.
We can do a lot better at behaving and
thinking as One Society in the service of
Christ’s Poor.

As one overseas Bishop recently said:
“The only question we will have to answer at
the end of time is how we treated the poor.”

For us to all be one doesn’t mean we all have
to agree with each other. It doesn’t even mean
that we all have to like each other. It helps
though, if we can listen to each other. And it is
essential that we show real love for each other
by respecting each person’s dignity. We need
to accept another opinion that may differ
from ours without feeling threatened.

And as our Lord said:

“Whatever you did for the least
of my brothers and sisters, you
did for me.”

(Mt 25:40)

And that is why we need to become
One Society.
That is why we cannot afford, in the name
of the Poor, to be disunited or to waste our
resources, which really belong to the Poor,
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because of duplication or a failure to take
advantage of our potential economies of
scale on a national basis. That is why
we have a real chance of attracting
members, especially younger members, if
we show a greater sense of being a united
presence in Australia.
We have developed a strong and faithful
Society through each of our State and
Territory entities. But we let ourselves
down when we talk as if we are separate
Societies or when we speak about the
assets and resources of one State as if they
were the sole preserve of that State instead
of being the sole preserve of the Poor
wherever they may be.
There is no “us” and “them”. Well, there
shouldn’t be, anyway. Which is why I invite
you to join me in praying, with Jesus, that
we “may all be one”. ◆
Anthony Thornton is the President of the St Vincent
de Paul Society National Council of Australia.

In late May staff members at
the National Council office
distributed a new Social Justice
Update e-newsletter to its blog
and website subscribers. Similar
e-newsletters dealing with social
justice issues have been circulated
or continue to be circulated by
the Society in different States
and Territories over the past
decade, therefore the concept
of an e-newsletter is not a
new phenomenon. In its latest
incarnation the e-newsletter from
the National Office is designed to
provide a brief rundown of the
advocacy and social justice issues
with which the Society is involved.
If you have not already signed up
to receive the e-newsletter, below
is a overview of what it contained.
If you would like to subscribe to
the e-newsletter go to
http://blog.vinnies.org.au and
enter your details in the space
provided in the top far right hand
corner of the page.

Newstart campaign
The St Vincent de Paul Society
continues to campaign for a minimum
$50 per week increase in the Newstart
Allowance.The recent Budget granted
approximately $4 per week extra to
Newstart recipients living on about
$245 a week. St Vincent de Paul Society
National Council Chief Executive, Dr
John Falzon said that you don’t help
people find work by forcing them into
poverty. Read more about the Newstart
campaign on the Australian Council of
Social Services website acoss.org.au

Single mums fare worst
As outlined in the Budget, $700
million will be cut from the sole parent
payment over the next four years. The
Society opposes a policy to come into
effect in January that will see single
mums moved from a Single Parenting
Payment to the Newstart Allowance
once their youngest child turns eight,
leaving them with approximately $60
less a week. The National Council of
Single Mothers & their children Inc. has
more information on its website
ncsmc.org.au

National Volunteer Week
(May 14 to 20)
National President, Tony Thornton
penned a letter to the editor to mark
National Volunteers Week. His letter
thanked volunteers and Conference
members for all their efforts and
was published by 40 newspapers
throughout Australia. Many States and
Territories issued similar statements
thanking their volunteers.
Read more at vinnies.org.au

National Families Week
(May 15- 21)
Dr Falzon, was chosen to be an
ambassador for National Families Week
2012. The week is a government-funded
initiative to recognise all that families
contribute to Australian society. To
read more about the national week visit
familiesaustralia.org.au

Reflective tweets
Using the account name @TonyThornton5
our president tweeted: “It is not enough
to merely manage homelessness. Our
job is to end it.”
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Governor-General visits Society soup van
The Governor-General of Australia,
her Excellency Ms Quentin Bryce
AC CVO and Mr Michael Bryce
AM AE volunteered with the St
Vincent de Paul Society’s Fitzroy
(Victoria) soup van on May 14.
This visit coincided with the
beginning of National Volunteer Week
(May 14-20). Of her night on the van
and the other community engagements
she undertakes, the Governor-General
said “I’ve learnt so much from so many
people, my understanding of who we are
is deeper, I’ve become more reflective
and a little wiser”. ◆

photos by Casamento Photography
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Refugees welcomed with a picnic
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Newly arrived families to Australia enjoyed
the hospitality of locals at this picnic

Twice a year the St Vincent de Paul
Society in WA’s Refugee and Migrant
Committee organise a ‘Welcome
to WA Picnic’ to help recently
arrived refugees settle into their
new lives in Australia. The most
recent of these events was held on
Sunday 20 May at Carine Open
Space on a beautiful, sunny Perth
afternoon and was attended by over
100 refugees.
The majority of the refugees
who attended were originally from Burma,
Iran, Iraq, Sudan, Eritrea and Ethiopia and
have fled horrendous circumstances in
their home countries, hoping for a
new life in Australia filled with the
possibility of education, employment and
the chance to have a happy future with the
right to freedom.

The afternoon was organised and
coordinated by the St Vincent de Paul
Society’s Refugee and Migrant Committee,
a dedicated and compassionate group
of volunteers who assist refugees and
new migrants by supplying them with
household goods, emergency clothing,
friendship, support and advocacy as they
start their new life.
Volunteers from the St Vincent de Paul
Society, Christian Brothers, and students
and staff from Sacred Heart College in
Sorrento all worked together to make the
afternoon a success, organising games
of cricket and soccer, face painting, and
toys and colouring in to entertain the
younger children. Volunteers and refugees
mingled and shared stories and many new
friendships were formed.
Felix’s DJ Services provided the musical
entertainment for the afternoon and
proved that music cuts across cultural

boundaries with a large group gathering
in front of the DJ decks to dance to the
Macarena, YMCA, the Birdy Dance
and the Hokey Pokey before forming a
conga line that weaved its way across the
picnic area.
Chairperson of the Refugee and Migrant
Committee WA, Frank Pelusey, says
the picnic is just one initiative taken by
the Committee to help newly arrived
refugees settle in. “The picnic is a way to
offer a friendly welcome to newly arrived
refugees and is so helpful to people trying
to settle in to a new, strange land. They
get together, relax and enjoy a lunch while
the children play sports and games for the
afternoon,” Frank says.
The afternoon ended with gifts of clothing
and toys courtesy of Sacred Heart College,
and shoes kindly donated by United
Way that were greatly appreciated by the
refugee families. ◆
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Every Conference is unique
1. Please tell us the name of your
Conference and where it is located:
Our Conference is called the ‘Lower Broken
Bay Youth Conference’. We identify with the
Broken Bay Central Council of NSW.

2. Approximately how many members
do you have?
We have about 12 committed members, but
have others dropping in and out all the time.

3. How would you describe your
average Conference member, if there
is such a thing?
There’s really not. Some are just beginning
university, some are just about to finish.
Some are just out of school, others have
been out for almost a decade. Some people
work full time. We’re a hodgepodge of
young Vincentians.

Above: Members of the Lower Broken Bay Conference
Brooke Simmons, left and Cassie Wright, help out at
this BBQ fund-raiser outside a local Bunnings store.
Left: Conference members from left, Lauren Whitby,
Cassie Wright and Liam Duncan (obscured) at one of
their regular meetings.

4. What types of Good Works do you
carry out?
When we began our Conference, we did
so specifically to further the formation and
understanding of the Society for young
people. We decided from the outset that
we didn’t have the capacity to build our
own unique works, so we would offer our
support to works already existing that
needed support.

to go where the people and the relationships
are, rather than constraining ourselves
with geography. We also regularly organise
ourselves and support each other through
Facebook, which has been a very effective
way of helping our community to grow.

visits, and now run two visits per month.
Some members take part in the Migrants
and Refugee Taskforce, which conducts
home visitations to those of migrant and
refugee background. We take part in Kids
Camps and Buddies Days. We also help to
facilitate Bunnings Fundraiser BBQs.

Spirituality is one of the biggest reasons for
our Conference’s existence. We are constantly
looking at new and contemporary ways for
our Conference members to be formed and to
grow passionate about the spirituality of the
work we do. At every Conference meeting,
various people offer spiritual reflections, tying
our faith to our works in very tangible ways.

6. Describe the spiritual life of your
We take part in Villawood Detention Centre Conference.

5. Describe a unique aspect of your
Conference.
We aren’t tied to a Parish and we don’t
meet inside the geographical borders of
our Central Council. We found a group
of young people who were connected and
identified with each other through works
done in the Broken Bay Central Council,
but lived all over the Sydney Metropolitan
Area. We made a very conscious decision
T h e r e c o r d | W I N T ER 2 0 1 2

The energy and time we have put into our
spiritual formation is perhaps one of the
components that has allowed us to create
such a strong sense of community in our
Conference. It’s a challenge though - to
continue to be fresh and dynamic in what
we offer each other in terms of spiritual
reflection. It’s a challenge but so far has been
so fruitful for us.

7. Where do you see your Conference
in five years’ time?
This is very difficult to answer. The
Conference is made up of young people
with demanding and differing schedules.
It’s very possible that in five years this
Conference may not exist. Our Conference
Members long for community and our
Conference meetings are currently vibrant
and spiritual. But we will need nurturing,
creativity and mentoring from each other
and from the Society.
There seems an uncertainty in some areas
of the Society about the future viability of
Conferences. Our Conference very much
believes that we can be strong and viable but if we and other young Conferences are
to continue to exist into the future we need
an organisation that is creative and open to
the various forms of Conference. We need
an organisation that is outgoing and ready
to walk alongside young people on their
spiritual journey. At the moment this does
not exist. Therefore in five years,
it is entirely possible our Conference will
not exist. ◆

economy | dr john fal z on

Budget leaves baked beans for Struggle Street
B y D r J o h n Fa l z o n

The Budget confirms one thing
that both sides of politics agree
on. And that’s their belief in the
existence of an undeserving poor.
Their message is that if you’re poor
it’s because you’re just not trying
hard enough.
So the unemployed are left below
the poverty line. Newstart has not
received its much-needed boost of
$50 a week. And a $700 million
chunk of the surplus has been
skimmed from the pockets of sole
parents and their children.
You don’t build people up by
putting them down. You don’t help
them get work by forcing them into
poverty. And you don’t build a surplus
on the backs of those who are already
doing it tough.
There’s nothing wrong with bringing
home the bacon for middle Australia.
But the people living at the rough end
of Struggle Street are trying to get by on
baked beans alone.
The young unemployed bloke scraping
by on $35 a day (and we wonder why we
he doesn’t get a haircut before going for
a job interview), or the single mum who
has just been forced down to $38 a day
on Newstart; they remain unheard.

The St Vincent de Paul Society joined other community groups and charities at a joint press conference on the
Federal Budget. The conference was held in the courtyard at the Australian Parliament House on Wednesday, May 9

The middle-aged mum or dad on low
wages or no wages as they battle to
re-enter a workforce from which they
have been dumped like so much human
garbage; they remain unheard.
A good Budget should at least be a step in
the direction of putting a charity like ours
out of business.
That is not the case with this Budget. The
forgotten and excluded have not been
heard. They’ve been answered, not with
hope, but with a bucket-full of austerity.

We at the St Vincent de Paul Society will
always will always be there to give our
fellow Australians a bit of a hand-up. But
people don’t want charity. They want dignity,
whether they are in the low end of the labour
market or outside the door, trying to get in.
At a time when they increasingly have to
turn to charity, it is not charity they long for.
It is justice. ◆
Dr John Falzon is Chief Executive of the St Vincent
de Paul Society National Council. This article was
first published on Eureka Street on May 9, 2012 www.
eurekastreet.com.au

Australian
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‘From a church worker’s point of view, I find this to be a most useful diary’ (Insights).
Beautifully illustrated with religious art from the 2011 Blake Prize entries.
Liturgical readings for every day of the year – the perfect companion for your daily prayer.
Saints days, public holidays, UN days and more – a valuable resource for every day.

AUStrALIAN rELIgIoUS DIAry 2013 rrp $32.00 (incl gSt)
Available from your religious bookstore or direct from the publisher.
David Lovell Publishing Po Box 44 East Kew 3102 tel/fax 03 9859 0000
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Reimagining home visitation
By Robert Fitzger ald AM

Given the extraordinary work the
St Vincent de Paul Society already
undertakes you may well ask why
do we need to re-imagine our good
works in light of all that we do? Why
should we reflect on our work of
home visitation, family assistance
and personal support?
The answer is that we know we can
do even better and we will need to
do so as demands both grow and
change in complexity. The Society
must continuously strive to be even
more relevant to the needs and
aspirations of those at the margins
of our community. To do this, we
must be prepared to adapt and
improve our services and means of
operation. We must also be prepared
to critically examine our mission and
our commitment to the faith that
underpins all that we do.

Embracing progress
Over my many years involvement with the
Society I have always been amazed and
often disappointed at the reluctance of
some to critically analyse our performance
as a faith based organisation and to adopt
reforms when the evidence to do so is clear.
Too often progress is seen as a threat or
a negative reflection on past activities of
members. Yet progress is one thing that
has allowed this great Society of men and
women to grow into the international body
that it is today. To move forward we need
to restate and recommit to our
fundamental mission and purpose. Much
has been written on this so let me simply
put it in my own words. For me, the
purpose of the Society is to bring to life
Christ’s presence and love in our own lives,
in the lives of those we encounter and in
the world at large.
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Rule 1.2 The Vincentian Vocation
The vocation of the Society’s members
is to follow Christ through service to
those in need and so bear witness to His
compassionate and liberating love…
Vincentians serve in hope.

Our approach
In an Annual Report for the Society in
South Australia a home visitor said: “What

I do feel certain of is that every time I am
welcomed into someone’s home, every time
I am invited into sharing someone’s story I
know I am privileged to be a volunteer with
Vinnies.”
The key words to me in this statement
are privilege, welcome and sharing. The
work the Society undertakes is a privilege
given to us by God and with it come great
responsibilities. Those responsibilities
manifest themselves in how we conduct
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ourselves when we enter into the lives of
those most disadvantaged. We have no
right to impose ourselves on others as we
must first be welcomed into someone’s
home or life. Importantly we have an
obligation to reduce not increase the level
of discomfort many feel in seeking help.
To this end we must try not to avertedly
force people to retell their story over and
over again to different people. The cost is
too great. We must explore ways to relieve
people of the burden or retelling their
stories over and over again to strangers.
It is little wonder that people end up
creating false stories in order to cope.
Whilst emergency aid and rescue has
its place, our good works must be based
on the development of relationships or
meaningful engagements with people, not
on perpetuating the disempowering giver/
receiver model of charity.

Rule 1.3 Any form of personal help

Rule 1.8 Reverence for the poor

Vincentians endeavour to establish
relationships based on trust and
friendship… their hearts beat with the
heartbeat of the poor.

Vincentians serve the poor cheerfully, listen
to them and respecting their wishes, helping
them to feel and recover their own dignity.

New poverty
There is much debate in our nation
about the true level of poverty and how
we should measure it. Whilst financial
poverty is real and must be addressed,
the greatest poverty in Australia today is
the poverty of exclusion. I am describing
people who do not feel they fit within
mainstream Australia, unable to access
the economic and social benefits of
this nation. People with mental illness,
isolated and home bound aged persons,
indigenous youth and families, newlyarrived refugees, homeless men and
women and people with disabilities make
up just some who are overrepresented at
the margins. Some in the community see
them as ‘helpless and hopeless’. We do
not. We reject absolutely this despairing
and diminishing approach. They are our
neighbours and our fellow citizens entitled
to fully participate in all this prosperous
nation has to offer. They have a right to be
treated with respect and dignity.

No work of charity is foreign to the
Society. It includes any form of help that
alleviates suffering or deprivation, and
promotes dignity and personal integrity in
all their dimensions.
The greatest challenge therefore for
the Society is to build capacity and
resilience within those we engage, not
just to provide aid and assistance in a
manner that helps to sustain them in
poverty and at the margins of society.
The poverty of exclusion requires us to
approach problems from new angles. It
requires us to form relationships based
on mutual respect and embrace the
notion of reciprocity where each gains
from the other.
Rule 1.9 Empathy

It is about seeking to identify the real
causes of disadvantage in the lives of
people not simply rendering first aid on
an ongoing basis, as important as that
might be from time to time. It is giving
the necessary tools to people to allow
them to make choices in their lives that
will improve their welfare and wellbeing.
Rule 1.10 Promotion of self sufficiency
Vincentians endeavour to help the poor to
help themselves whenever possible, and to
be aware that they can forge and change
their own destinies and those of their local
community.
That is capacity building – helping
people to take control of their lives,
giving them the tools and courage to
make worthwhile decisions and open
up to them life’s choices. Of course
for many who are isolated in the
community through loneliness and a
lack of family or friendship support, the
giving of our companionship is the most
important gift we can give.

Family and person centred
support
I have been given the task to consider our
involvement in home visitation but for me
what we are really talking about is support
and assistance provided to families and
individuals wherever we encounter them.
That is what I call ‘Family and Person
Centred Support’. Ideally that is within
their own home, where we meet families
and individuals on their terms and in
their environment yet increasingly this
encounter may initially or always be at the
centre, in a special work or another setting
altogether. What is essential is that this is
about placing the person or family at the
centre of our attention. It is about ensuring
that they, not us, are at the heart of our
concerns. Perhaps we could rename our
work accordingly.
Many live their lives in an ocean of endless
complex problems or alternatively isolation
and loneliness. Yet often our responses
seem routine, preconceived and only aimed
at dealing with the symptoms not the cause.
Often it seems that engagement is one off
and very transactional in nature. There is
a role for emergency assistance and this
role has always been part of the works of
the Society. Providing material support
matters but what underlies that request
for assistance may be far greater and more
significant. In this context it is sometimes
appropriate to say no to a particular
request where to fulfil that request simply
builds unhealthy dependency or allows
the person to diminish their dignity and
self-respect by perpetuating a falsehood.
This is not about being judgemental. It is
about ensuring our support is founded on
mutual trust and respect, as well as good
stewardship of the resources entrusted to
the Society. But importantly we must be
honest in our dealings and prepared to
explain our reasons.
These are some questions we could ask
about how we carry out our visits and
engage with the poor:
continued on page 12 
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continued from page 11

• Do we respond to their needs or our
preconceived views of their needs?
• Do we make people feel better about
themselves and more hopeful?
• Do we empower people to take greater
control of their lives?
• Do we build capacity, skills and
confidence in people?
• Do we build resilience in people to
withstand the hard times?
• Do we reduce the level of exclusion and
isolation?
To respond to these questions we may well
need to do things differently:
• Why can’t we develop conferences that
do different tasks, some doing short
term assistance, others doing short term
assistance others concentrating on long
term support and follow up?
• Why don’t we develop better networks
with other agencies who can help people
we are unable to or work in collaboration
with others who can provide specialised
support or services?
• Why can’t we give people we’ve come to
know, something special just for them,
when they’re feeling down and out, as a
mark of our regard and respect eg money
for a new dress, or a hairdo or a night out?
Something just to make them feel better.
Not something they have had to ask for.
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• If we want to help children in families,
rather than giving vouchers and food
parcels over time, why don’t we provide
a scholarship for children to meet certain
costs especially at the beginning of school
terms? It delivers real assistance but
packaged to promote dignity and not
dependence and some areas of the Society
are doing this already.
But we will need to move beyond our
current forms of work:
• Why can’t we operated integrated family
support services providing a more holistic
approach to the support of families,
engaging staff as necessary?
• Why don’t we create Vinnies Women’s
Clubs or networks that could be formed to
provide a sense of belonging for vulnerable
women generally but could be used to
provide budgeting information?
• Why don’t we embrace Men’s Sheds or
some alternative to ease the stress of
loneliness and isolation experienced by so
many older men living alone?
• Why can’t we fund people to attend
vocational courses or training programs
to help develop their job skills or fund
attendances at program to deal with
alcohol, gambling or other addictions?
• Why don’t we use youth camps for even
greater ongoing support of young people
and establish state wide mentoring
programs and youth support services?

• Why don’t we create local support
networks for the elderly, to provide
community / neighbourhood based
support for those experiencing loneliness
and isolation?
• Why can’t we reimagine our Centres
as centres of community support in
addition to their valuable role in providing
affordable items for sale?
• Why can’t we have companion programs
for those with mental health conditions
in every part of the country, not just some
areas, and develop significant special
works for the care of those living with long
term mental illness?
• Why aren’t we a major provider of
supported social or community housing?

Conclusion
Above all we have to ensure that all within
the Society embrace the fundamental
values and attitudes reflected in the Rule.
The hardest and yet most profound is that
contained in Rule 1.12.
Rule 1.12 Gratitude to those we visit
Vincentians must never forget the many
blessing they receive from those they visit. They
recognise that the fruit of their labours springs
not from themselves, but especially from God
and the poor they serve.
This is a reversal from the way some act
in the Society. Often you hear members
or volunteers say that ‘they weren’t even
grateful’. They don’t have to be. We are the
ones that must show gratitude. The profile
and reputation of the Society is shaped by
the example given by our people in the way
we serve the poor through the advocacy of
our organisation on social and economic
issues. Your measure of success in that
challenge will be seen in the way in which we
collectively engage with the poor. May the
love of God sustain and enrich us and the
vision of Frederic Ozanam inspire us always.
May the Rule faithfully guide us in the doing
of His Works. ◆
This is an edited excerpt from the speech former
NSW St Vincent de Paul Society State President Mr
Fitzgerald gave to the Broken Bay Diocese Festival
Meeting held on the 14 April, 2012.
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By Elizabeth Cromb

Compeer is a great program that
engages volunteers in friendship
with a companion who has a
mental illness, the name being a
composite of companion and peer.
The program started in United
States in 1976 and came to
Australia as a special work of the
St Vincent de Paul Society in the
1990s. It is now well established
in a number of states through the
ongoing efforts and dedication of
the Society to people living with the
disadvantage and isolation that
often comes with mental illness.
In 2011 the Compeer Program
in Victoria published “Friendship Really
Matters: Exploring effects of Compeer
friendship for people experiencing mental
illness”. This research was conducted by
Ann Montclaire, a social worker who
worked with the Society to establish the
program in Melbourne and Bendigo. This
research (available at www.vinnies.org.
au/compeer-vic) confirms what mental
health practitioners have known for some
time; that friendship helps you stay well,
it engages you with others, takes you out
of your isolation and gives you a purpose
for your day. These are things that many
people who are chronically mentally
unwell need support to achieve.
“This study has found that intentional
companionships increased the sense
of wellbeing and social connection of
Companions and it produced growth in
compassion, acceptance and understanding
of mental health in Volunteers.”
“To have a Volunteer is wonderful. Not
that I want to tell her all my problems but
to just have someone here to talk to and go
for a walk with. I really appreciate that”.
(Companion)

The focus of Compeer is on friendship
and social activity for the companion
through the supportive relationship with
a volunteer. Compeer recruits, screens,
trains, matches and provides ongoing
support for the volunteers. Each Compeer
program services a local community, in
large towns and cities in NSW, Victoria, SA,
ACT, and Queensland. Across the states,
staff support each other in the ongoing
management of the programs and are
also supported by the American parent
organisation, Compeer Inc.
This year a conference was held in
Melbourne for the Australian Compeer
programs. Lida Riedlinger, CEO of
Compeer Inc in the state of New York
attended and provided some insight into
where Compeer Inc sees the future for the
65 licensed programs in the United States,
Australia and Canada. Funding is one of
the greatest challenges for the program.
The St Vincent de Paul Society funds the

programs in Australia and in some states
there is some additional funding from
outside the organisation.
The Compeer model of volunteering
provides a highly professional level of
support for the volunteers, companions
and the mental health practitioners, who
must continue to be involved in the care
of the client they have referred. It takes
a skilled team to provide guidance and
insight to a volunteer matched with a
companion with a mental illness. This
is what we have in Compeer along with
a team of dedicated, caring volunteers
and interested and supportive mental
health practitioners who work together to
improve the lives of companions. ◆
“It’s not a one-way street, there is a shared
conversation.” (Volunteer)
Elizabeth Cromb is Compeer Manager, St Vincent de
Paul Society Victoria.
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Love is the heart of everything
b y d r j o h n fa l z o n

Long, long before there was such
a thing as Australia there were
families who lived here, people who
cared for each other and for the
earth, people for whom the world
was a deeply spiritual place, people
who loved to tell stories about the
things that really mattered to them:
their dreams and their struggles, the
contradictions in life and death, the
differences between right and wrong.
Then there was a giant cataclysm.
Families were broken. Some
were massacred. Many were taken away
from each other. Dreams were torn apart,
the sacred was trampled upon. It wasn’t
just the land that was taken; families were
made to feel the wounds of colonisation.
Like in this story, told by a member of the
Stolen Generations:
“It was winter 1957, seven o’clock in the
morning. The sun was up and the sounds of
birds drifted down into our small kitchen.
My brother Lenny was sitting on the floor,
eating toast; my brothers Murray and
David and I, rubbing our eyes in a state of
half sleep, were waiting for mum to smear
Vegemite on our bread before we dressed
for school. A routine day in the Simon
household.
“Someone rapped loudly on the door. My
mother didn’t answer it. We hadn’t heard
anyone come up the path. The knocking
got louder, and finally my mother, who
was reluctant to answer any callers when
my father wasn’t home, opened the door
and exchanged words with three people.
We strained to hear what they were saying.
Three men then entered the room.
“A man in a suit ordered my mother to pick
up Lenny and give him to me. My mother
started to scream. One of the policemen
bent down and picked up my brother and
handed him to me. My mother screamed
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and sobbed hysterically but the men took
no notice, and forced my brothers and me
into a car.
My mother ran out onto the road, fell
on her knees and belted her fists into the
bitumen as she screamed. We looked back
as the car drove off to see her hammering
her fists into the road, the tears streaming
down her face...”
Now listen to the beautiful opening words
of Gaudium et Spes, a document from the
Second Vatican Council:
The joys and the hopes, the griefs and the
anxieties of the men and women of this
age, especially those who are poor or in any
way afflicted, these are the joys and hopes,
the griefs and anxieties of the followers of
Christ. Indeed, nothing genuinely human
fails to raise an echo in their hearts.
Nothing genuinely human should fail to
raise an echo in our hearts.
Love is the heart of everything.

As Frederic put it:
“All my life I have followed the poetry of
love in preference to the poetry of anger...”
I would like to share with you some
beautiful words that come from the late
Aboriginal poet, Bobbi Sykes:
The revolution is alive
while it lives
within us;
Beating, making our hearts warm,
Our minds strong, for we know
that justice is inevitable – like birth.
I put it to you that, given our Vincentian
understanding of the need to achieve
social justice by turning upside down
the values of the world, these words
from Bobbi are really a paraphrase of the
beautiful words of St John:
God is love,
And those who abide in love abide in God,
And God abides in them.
(1 John 4:16)
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“Happy are those who hunger and thirst for
justice.They shall be satisfied.” (Matthew 5:6)

My greatest joy has been to learn from the
people for whom a revolutionary change
to social structures is most urgent and
most authentically human. The language
of the Hebrew and Greek scriptures is a
language which expresses some of the
finest articulations of human solidarity
with the oppressed and the call for
liberation.
How can the following words, ascribed to
a pregnant teenager, be seen as anything
but revolutionary, despite two centuries of
attempts to sanitise them and render them
ethereal?
“He has filled the hungry with good things,
But the rich he has sent away empty.”
(Luke 1:53)
Or the radical mission statement that
simply centres on “liberation for the
oppressed”? (Luke 4:18)
Or the outrageous promise in the
Beatitudes?

When some years ago the St Vincent de
Paul Society in Australia was accused of
being communist because we dared to ask
questions about the causes of poverty and
inequality, we were able to quote those
beautiful words of the Archbishop, Helder
Camara, a man who was educated in the
realities of exclusion by the marginalised in
the North-East of Brazil:

Vincentians on the ground. You instinctively
know what Frederic lived: the attitude of
listening to, and receiving from, our sisters
and brothers who are oppressed by structures
of exclusion.

Unless we have the courage to take the side
of the marginalised, the Australia at the
dawn of the 21st century will in some ways
be more akin to the Australia at the dawn of
the 19th century: a land where exploitation
and dispossession are the rule rather than the
exception; a land divided rather than diverse;
“When I give bread to the poor, I am called a
a country ruled by fear instead of a people
saint. But when I ask why they have no bread, I
living in hope.
am called a communist.”
As Martin Luther King once said:
The founder of the St Vincent de
a riot is at bottom the language of the unheard.
Paul Society, Frederic Ozanam, was a
revolutionary. The social activism he
Prosperous Australia has a problem. We
advocated was grounded in an attitude
cannot continue to allow the voices of
of listening to, and learning from, the
the unheard to remain unheard. But it is
dangerous classes:
precisely in this contradiction that hope
lies, joined inexorably, with the hopes of the
“Knowledge of the poor and needy is not gained
oppressed across the globe. Nothing less than
by poring over books or in discussions with
this all-embracing vision would be worthy of
politicians, but by visiting the slums where they
the kind of hope against all hope that Paul of
live, sitting by the bedside of the dying, feeling
Tarsus wrote of. And it is embedded in the
the cold they feel and learning from their lips
smallest and humblest of daily struggles of
the causes of their woes”.
the crushed in our midst; joined at the hip
This is being lived out in the lives of the
with the struggle for a different kind of world.
Vincentians I am privileged to meet. It is
Back in 1993, Mick Dodson explained what
also lived out in the lives of many unknown
social justice means to him. He said:
heroes in local communities, especially in
communities that know the sharp taste of
“Social justice is what faces you in the
exclusion.
morning. It is awakening in a house with
adequate water supply, cooking facilities
Frederic was aware how conservative Catholic
and sanitation. It is the ability to nourish
opponents might react to his own advocacy
your children and send them to school
for justice, charity and equality. In 1848 he
where their education not only equips
wrote to priests, asking them to work in
them for employment but reinforces their
the city’s poor suburbs, warning them “not
knowledge and understanding of their cultural
be dismayed even if the hard-hearted rich,
inheritance. It is the prospect of genuine
offended by your attitude, should accuse you of
employment and good health: a life of choices
communism.”
and opportunity, free from discrimination.”
In communities around Australia, and
Now that is something worth fighting for!
around the globe, condemned as being the
prosperous world’s garbage dumps, the
Not with the violence of anger but, as
hidden lamp of hope is lovingly known
Frederic put it, with the poetry of love. ◆
and respected. It might seem obvious that
Dr John Falzon is the Chief Executive Officer of the St
those who are experiencing exclusion are
Vincent de Paul Society National Council of Australia.
particularly well placed to analyse the reality
This is an abridged and revised version of a speech
that is imposed upon them. This is the simple presented at the St Vincent de Paul Society Social
Justice Day, Launceston, 21 April 2012.
message I hear time and time again from
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Stories that make the news
…and those that don’t
Many readers of the Record will
already be aware that the St Vincent
de Paul Society holds a deep interest
in the treatment of asylum seekers
and refugees regardless of how they
arrive on our shores. The Society
operates several support services for
migrants and refugees and employs
co-ordinators to oversee such services.
Members also continue to advocate
for an end to the system of mandatory
detention and have watched closely the
recent developments in immigration
policies and how they impact on
people’s human rights. In autumn 2012
there were several important and at
times, heart-wrenching developments.
Below is a summary of developments,
some of which received widespread
coverage in the mainstream media and
others that did not.

Another challenge
in high places
At the time of going to print,
prominent human rights lawyer, David
Manne has returned to the High Court
with the same legal team that successfully
challenged the Malaysian Solution last
year. This time Mr Manne and his team
will challenge the indefinite detention of
asylum seekers who have received a negative
assessment from ASIO. They are acting on
behalf of Sri Lankan Tamil man who has
been in detention since arriving in Australia
in 2009. Mr Manne is also acting for a Sri
Lankan mother called Raniji who has been
detained along with her two young children.
There are currently 51 people who have
been granted asylum seeker status but
who are also deemed as threats to national
security. Without an independent review
or appeals process they face indefinite
detention. As it stands ASIO is not obliged
to tell detainees why they have received a
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negative assessment, something which the
human rights lawyers will put to the test. A
full bench hearing began in the High Court
on 18 June, 2012. ◆

Aboriginal passports
issued to Tamil men
Almost every day we hear
about an ‘influx’ of boat people but we
certainly do not hear about Australians
welcoming asylum seekers and standing
with them in solidarity quite as much. For
example how many readers of the Record
heard about a ceremony conducted outside
the Villawood Immigration Detention
Centre on May 14, 2012? In that ceremony
Indigenous elder and President of the
Indigenous Social Justice Association, Ray
Jackson presented Aboriginal passports to
two Tamil men who have been indefinitely
detained and denied permanent visas in
Australia on ASIO ‘security’ grounds. The
Original Nation Passports were issued
by Indigenous Elder Robbie Thorpe of
the Treaty Republic. Mr Jackson said that
locking people up didn’t solve any problems,
it only caused harm.
“We have seen that time and time again with
Indigenous people, and now the government
is making the same mistake with asylum
seekers. This has to stop,” Mr Jackson said.
Unfortunately, when the Sri Lankan men
did feature in the mainstream media it was
in reports about the precarious state of their
mental health and attempts to take their
own lives. At the time the Refugee Action
Coalition stated the Tamil men were in a
heightened state of distress. ◆

New host system
based on hospitality
A good news story that did
make the front page of the tabloids was
the announcement in late March of a new
government initiative called Community
Placement Network (CPN). The
announcement was met with praise from
community sector groups, including the
St Vincent de Paul Society.

The Community Placement Network
(CPN) offers interested people the
opportunity to host an eligible asylum
seeker in their home for a six-week period.
The program is designed to select and
train people who are interested in assisting
asylum seekers to support themselves in
the Australian community. The program
is an initiative of the Australian Homestay
Network (AHN), to make shortterm homestay accommodation accessible
to asylum seekers exiting immigration
detention on a bridging visa. AHN
will provide all approved hosts with
information, training, insurance and
support services. Anticipated costs to the
host of providing accommodation will be
reimbursed through AHN. ◆
Members of the public interested to help by becoming
a host may wish to visit the Community Placement
Network (CPN) website (http://homestaynetwork.org/
cpn) to apply and to find out more information. CPN
- Homestay Network www.homestaynetwork.org

Report proves
detention is damaging
In late May 2012 a group of
Australian psychiatrists found evidence
the conditions of mandatory detention
contribute to the prevalence of mental
illness such as Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder among detainees. The
psychiatrists, led by Associate Professor
Suresh Sundram from the University of
Melbourne identified what they described
as clinical symptoms among asylum seekers
in prolonged detention and especially
among those who had their applications
rejected four times. The level of PTS
Disorder was found to correlate with the
number of times a detainee’s protection visa
application had been rejected. Professor
Sundram recommended asylum seekers
be housed in the community while their
applications are being assessed. The
psychiatrists presented the symptoms of
‘’Protracted Asylum Seeker Syndrome’’
to the Royal Australian and New Zealand
College of Psychiatrists’ annual congress
held in Hobart on May 22, 2012. ◆
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Welcome to the Assist a Student Supporter Newsletter for 2012
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you very much for your
past contributions and your future contributions to the Assist a Student
Program. You are making a difference.
Not only do we wish to thank you but the students whom you have
sponsored have some things to share with you.

Future development of
AAS through schools

In the 2011 AAS Newsletter we were encouraged
to promote and support the AAS program in our
families, work places, churches and schools. We
have found that more and more Australian schools
are becoming regular contributors to the AAS
program. Promoting the Assist a Student Program to
our Australian students has had a profound impact.
After a promotion around Tasmanian schools
in July 2011, Tim Heath, Chair of the Overseas
Partnership & Development Committee in Tasmania,
commented: “Two students were really touched by
the AAS PowerPoint presentation with one grade
prep student wanting to go “busking” in the local
Mall to raise money. The second student, a young
girl, offered her play lunch money for contribution
towards assisting a student.”
As a direct result of our AAS presentation,
schools that have Mini-Vinnies conferences are
now very keen to fundraise for the AAS. In other
schools they agreed to have the whole school do
fundraising.
Presenting the AAS program throughout the school
system is of great value, not only does it reach a far
greater audience; it also gives a real awareness to

school communities about Assist a Student, and
also fits in well with the school curriculum on
Social Justice.”
In the next financial year we would like to
see even greater sponsorship from student to
student, so we are working with our St Vincent
de Paul Society Youth Representatives to
promote the Assist a Student Program in their
state’s schools. Ideas for future direction of
the Assist a Student program include school to
school sponsorships where a school in Australia
sponsors a particular school in a particular
country. The classroom would then begin to
study about and pray for the students, the
country and the area where their students are
being sponsored. Eventually even a school to
school Skype program may be possible where
classroom could contact classroom from across
the world.
Schools Involved
for the 2011-2012 Financial Year
State

Number of New
Schools Supporting
the AAS Program

Countries
Assisted

QLD

29

Thailand, Cambodia,
Philippines, Vanuatu,Fiji

NSW

19

Thailand, Kiribati,
Philippines ,PNG

SA

12

Philippines, Vanuatu

VIC

6

PNG, Fiji

TAS

6

PNG

WA

1

Fiji

Total

73

Focus on
Sri Lanka
Over the last two years we have seen Assist a Student growth in the smaller countries,
such as, Kiribati which has sent us lists in the last two years of 300 students each year.
Two newer countries to the Assist a Student Program are Cambodia and Sri Lanka
both of which sent through 100 student names to be sponsored in 2011 and 2012.
Here are a few demographics for Sri Lanka.
Population:

20,238,000 (2009 est.)

Area:

65,610km²

Official Language: Sinhala, Tamil
Ethnic groups:

Religions:

Literacy:
Age 15 and over can
read & write

School life
expectancy:
Primary to tertiary
education

Sinhalese 73.8%, Sri Lankan Moors
7.2%, Indian Tamil 4.6%, Sri Lankan
Tamil 3.9%, other 0.5%, unspecified
10% (2001 census provisional data)
Buddhist 69.1%, Muslim 7.6%, 		
Hindu 7.1%, Christian 6.2%,
unspecified 10% (2001 census 		
provisional data)
Total population: 90.7%
Male: 92.3%
Female: 89.1% (2001 census)
Total: 13 years
Male: 12 years
Female: 13 years (2004)

Interesting Facts:
• There are eleven universities located in
Sri Lanka.
• Sri Lanka was known as Ceylon before 1972.
• Sri Lanka is often known as the Pearl of
the Indian Ocean.
• Sri Lanka was the first country in the
world to have a democratically elected
head of state who was a woman.
• Sri Lanka’s national flag is considered to be
one of the oldest flags in the world.
• The most common meal in Sri Lanka is a
spicy curry served with rice and a small
side dish of vegetables.
• The currency of Sri Lanka is the
Sri Lankan Rupee.
Source: www.10-facts-about.com

Definition: Caution must be maintained when utilising this indicator in
international comparisons. School life expectancy (SLE) represents the expected
number of years of schooling that will be completed, including years spent
repeating one or more grades.

Labor force:
This entry gives the
percent of the total
labor force ages 15-24
unemployed during a
specified year.

8.074 million (2010 est.)
Unemployment (youth ages 15-24)
Total: 21.3%
Male: 17.1%
Female: 27.9% (2009)

Population below
poverty line:
23% (2008 est.)
Source: CIA World Factbook
Unless otherwise noted, information in this page is accurate as of January 9, 2012

Columbo

Sri Lanka

Assist a Student
An education scholarship program
aimed at breaking the cycle of poverty.
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Where we assist…
Assist a Student is a program of the
St Vincent de Paul Society in Australia.
Donations from Australians are used to provide
education scholarships for students across
partner countries in Asia and the Pacific.
Throughout partner countries, local St Vincent de Paul Society
members select students from families in need to be supported
by the program. They receive a scholarship for one year and
the money donated contributes to their education needs.
The program includes students at all levels – from primary,
secondary and post-secondary. Scholarships are allocated across
the countries to ensure fair distribution. One of the program’s
strongest and most attractive features is that administration
costs, funded by the Society, are kept at an absolute minimum.
No administration cost is deducted from your donation. 100%
goes towards the students’ education needs (including course
fees, uniforms, books etc) for one year.

100% of your donation goes to the

students’ education needs for one year.

It is a common belief that education improves a young person’s
opportunity of gaining useful employment, thereby increasing
their ability to support themselves and their families in the
future. It is a means empowering an individual to break out of
the cycle of poverty.
One of the most positive ways of helping families in need
throughout Asia and the Pacific to become self sufficient is
through education. The Assist a Student program gives you the
opportunity to support the education of students in Asia and
the Pacific. The students supported by this program may not be
able to attend school without the scholarship.
In choosing to donate money to the Assist a Student program,
you are taking the opportunity to provide education
scholarships to overseas students in need of supported
throughout their education.
As well as this you will receive:
• A supporter certificate with the student name, country and
course of study for each $70 donation.
• A complimentary copy of the Record with an Assist a Student
insert will be sent annually.
NB: To protect the privacy and dignity of the student, and in accordance with
The Rule of the St Vincent de Paul Society, photographs and addresses of the
students are not provided.

Yes, I want to assist a student today!



I am an individual assisting a student; OR
I am assisting a student on behalf of a group

NAme (group or individual):
CONTACT NAme (for group):
TelePhONe:

I would like to donate:
 $70
 $140
 $210

OR  $

Payment method:
 My cheque is enclosed, payable to
‘St Vincent de Paul Society’ OR
 Debit my credit card (details below)

St Vincent
ADDReSS:

de Paul Society
NSW State Office
SuBuRB:
Tel: (02) 9560 8666 POSTCODe:
STATe:

NAme ON CARD:

emAIl:

SIgNATuRe:

 mastercard  Visa

Card expiry:

/

Please post coupon to: st vincent de Paul society national Council office, Po box 243, deakin west, aCt 2600
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Children’s rights are human rights
B y Emi l ij a B e l jic

A new national
advocate for children
Just in time for the Budget the
Federal Government announced
a new national advocate for the
rights, wellbeing and development of
children. New legislation will establish
the position of a National Children’s
Commissioner to the Australian
Human Rights Commission, joining the
six commissioners already serving on
the Commission.
Effectively the new legislation
recognises that children’s rights are also
human rights, and the St Vincent de Paul
Society National Council has warmly
welcomed this move.
Broadly, the role of the National Children’s
commissioner will be to: improve advocacy
for children up to the age of 18 years, examine
legislation affecting the rights of children,
co-operate with the States and Territories
to promote children’s rights, encourage
the active involvement of children in
Government decisions that affect them, assist
Government agencies to develop mechanisms
to enhance children’s involvement, and to
ensure that Australia meets its international
obligations – particularly under the
Convention on the Rights of the Child.
Children figure prominently among the
excluded in Australian society. It is the hope
of many organisations that the role of the
National Children’s Commissioner will
bring challenging children’s issues such as
child homelessness and the difficulties faced
by Indigenous and refugee children to the
forefront of public consciousness and spur
procrastinating successive Governments
into action.
Such hopes may be ambitious when one
examines the legislation.
Undoubtedly, the Commissioner will bring
to light issues faced by some of the most

vulnerable members of our society and this
in itself this would be a noble achievement,
but the absence of any requirement for the
Government to act on recommendations
(or reports) produced by the Commissioner
means that, should the Government choose to
continue delaying action on children’s issues,
they may do so without consequence.

a Commissioner, the Government must also
ensure that the provision of funds allows the
Commissioner to conduct their work in an
effective manner, and to meaningfully fulfil
the enumerated objectives of their role.

Despite the obvious limitations of this
initiative, a Government mechanism to ensure
children’s human rights are recognised and
protected is a welcome move and it deserves
Additionally, many NGOs, including the
to be commended. It reinforces duties owed to
St Vincent de Paul Society, have expressed
Australia’s children, and signifies that Australia
concerns about funding for the new
Commissioner. The Government has allocated is a relevant human rights participant within
the international community. ◆
$3.5 million over four years for the new role,
the President of the Australian Human Rights
Emilija Beljic was appointed to the research officer
Commissioner, Catherine Branson QC, has
role at the St Vincent de Paul Society National
indicated the majority of this funding will go
Council office in April 2012. Emilija has completed
to cover the salary of the Commissioner and
an undergraduate degree in law and is currently
undertaking her Masters of Law. Prior to joining the
their staff. In its submission to Government
national council office Emilija completed an internship
the Society has noted that it is not enough that at the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former
Government simply fund a paid position for
Yugoslavia in the Hague, Netherlands.
s t v i n c e n t d e pau l s o c i e t y au st r a l ia
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Charity, the Church and Twitter
By Colleen
O ’ S u l l i va n

“We must take our message to
the marketplace just as Jesus did,’
said a frustrated female voice
from a nearby table. It was quite
unusual as far as heckles go and
barely loud enough as to be heard,
which explained why the speaker
continued flicking through his
Power Point slides. But that halfheckle is but one example of the
emotive debate when I heard when
I attended the Australian Catholic
Social Media Congress in April.
The theme for the event was ‘how
to communicate timeless messages
in the world of new media?’
The Congress, organised by
the Australian Bishops Conference,
was held over three days at the
Menzies Hotel in Sydney from April
30 to May 2. It attracted more than
150 participants and guest speakers
included journalist Geraldine Doogue,
several Australian Bishops, along with
high-profile filmmaker Khoa Do and
Indigenous leader Warren Mundine
and many more. Master of Ceremonies
was Australian Catholic Media Council
Chairman, Bishop Peter Ingham.
At first glance the overarching theme,
‘Communicating the Word’ did not
seem to be entirely applicable to the
kind of media that a charity such as the
St Vincent de Paul Society undertakes.
When I looked around the room I
saw a mix of journalists from Catholic
publications and representatives from
Caritas, Diocesan Councils and the
Catholic Education Office. I knew at
the very least it was going to be a great
networking opportunity so I went in
with an open mind and was grateful
to the Society for the opportunity to
participate in such a forum.
T h e r e c o r d | W I N T ER 2 0 1 2

Monsignor Paul Tighe was the key note speaker at the Australian Catholic Social Media Congress held in
Sydney from April 30 to May 2.

“The new technologies
are not only changing the
way we communicate, but
communication itself, so much
so that it could be said that we
are living through a period of
vast cultural transformation.
This means of spreading
information and knowledge
is giving birth to a new way
of learning and thinking, with
unprecedented opportunities
for establishing relationships
and building fellowship.”
Pope Benedict XVI Message for the 45th
World Day of Communications.
I was pleasantly surprised when the
keynote speaker took to the lectern
and had a familiar tale to tell about the
difficulty in publicising a message that
was “heavily counter-culture” but one
that would “never fail to touch hearts
and minds”. At times the social justice
messages the St Vincent de Paul Society
espouses about asylum seekers and our
First Peoples of this land seem counterculture and routinely overlooked by

the media at a time when news stories
concerning politician’s personal lives
abound. So I can sympathise with the
Church when its attempts to gain positive
media coverage sometimes fall flat. I also
acknowledge the Society’s messages on
social justice are often more digestible to
the media than those of the Church just
so long as we don’t break the unwritten
agreement between faith-based charities
and the media and that is to mention we
are in fact a faith-based charity!
The key note speaker at the Congress
was the delightful Irish-born Monsignor
Paul Tighe, who is one of the Vatican’s
most senior media advisers in his role
as Secretary to the Pontifical Council
for Social Communications. Monsignor
Tighe was adamant that the Church
could not “pretend to be outside of the
new media sphere and observe it from
a distance.” In an effort to increase
transparency he encouraged us to start
a dialogue and move beyond our own
forum and network of people thinking
the same thing. This advice came with a
word caution – do not cheapen friendship
by equating quantity with quality in terms
of Facebook ‘friends’.
Those attending the Congress, who
were yet to take the plunge into new
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‘Indigenous home ownership’ and
‘Indigenous access to health services’.
It was extremely good advice and
something the Society could easily apply
to media statements and annual reports in
the future.

Indigenous leader Warren Mundine encouraged delegates to avoid stereotypical language when describing
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders.

media, were asked to consider these facts:
Pope Benedict XVI is already on Twitter,
in addition to the Vatican and many
churches there are 800 million people using
Facebook and 200 million using Twitter
and lastly that the average Australian
teenager spends 13 hours a week on
Facebook. For the newcomers, it was also
explained that new media works best when
its messages have impact and brevity, for
example Twitter only allows for ‘tweets’ that
are 140 characters in length.
Understandably there were people
attending the Congress who remained
circumspect about what they perceived to
be a dumbing down of the message of the
Gospel and those of social justice through
new media. Even journalist Geraldine
Doogue said she was weary of fads and
in reference to this expressed her surprise
when blogs, once the height of popularity
in new media, now appear to have
“come and gone”. At other times during
the Congress debate also ensued about
whether religious groups, such as Diocesan
Councils, should tone down the theological
language and reasoning or whether new
media would reduce one’s capacity for
prayer and silence.
In her presentation the University of
Canberra Journalism academic, Julie

Posetti, emphasised that new media
had given a lot of power back to
the consumer and away from the
mainstream media. She said the
traditional skills of a journalists involved
research, and the ability to produce,
publish and present. New journalism
skills include the ability to engage,
curate, facilitate and build community,
plus encourage crowd sourcing (citizen
journalists). She said the emergence of
journalism branding was a particularly
new phenomenon, whereby journalists
are now being hired on the back of how
many Twitter followers they have.
While not directly related to new
media, the newly appointed Generation
One CEO, Warren Mundine’s, speech
was interesting nevertheless because
it helped to dispel myths about
Indigenous people that continue to be
perpetuated, for example, the myth
that all Indigenous people share the
same language and culture. He urged
the audience to avoid stereotypical
language when discussing or publishing
information about Indigenous people,
rather than label an issue ‘Indigenous
unemployment’ refer to it as ‘Indigenous
jobs and security’. Instead of referring
to ‘Indigenous housing and health
problems’ describe the topic as

The take home message of the Congress
was overwhelmingly a positive one;
there is more opportunity now than ever
before to spread the Word and social
justice messages. There was also an
acknowledgment that the direction new
media will take in the future is largely
unknown because it is forever changing
and consumer led. ◆
Colleen O’Sullivan is the media officer at the
St Vincent de Paul Society National Council office
based in Canberra.

Prayer for
communications
As we gather together
United and fractured
Broken and shared
The Body of Christ
Let us focus on the work of Jesus
A work that is being created
Again and again
That work which is being refined
In justice
Peace and development
Let us pray that the Word
Is made flesh among
That we might
Be empowered to
Go out to the entire world
Speaking justice
Living peace
And that we might
Continue to tell our stories
Creatively
With voices that ring
With the love of our Lord
Jesus Christ
Amen.

s t v i n c e n t d e pau l s o c i e t y au st r a l ia
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Catholic Church opposes Stronger Futures legislati
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“

Recently the Australian Catholic
Bishops Conference (ACBC) and the
Catholic Religious Australia (CRA)
called upon all Federal Senators not
to pass the legislation of the ‘Stronger
Futures Northern Territory 2011
Bill’. In their meeting on May 5, 2012
in North Sydney, Archbishop Philip
Wilson and Sr Anne Derwin RSJ on
behalf of the ACBC and CRA released
the following statement:
We join the many Aboriginal,
Torres Strait Islander peoples and other
Australians who have already urged the
government to consult Aboriginal people
and their Elders in planning action and
developing policies that will affect their lives
for many years.
The ACBC and CRA are concerned that the
Stronger Futures Legislation expands the
powers of the current legislation and will be
set in place for 10 years.
We urge the Federal Government to
abandon this legislation and develop
strategies based on trust and respect,
which will promote collaboration with the
Aboriginal people of the Northern Territory
in decision-making relating to their future.
The Northern Territory National
Emergency Response has achieved some
success and we can learn from these
successes. WE see this success particularly
in housing, employment and education.
However, the response is also the source
of many problems. The legislation before
the Senate extends many aspects of “the
intervention” and continues to raise serious
human rights concerns.
The ACBC and CRA propose the
development of an alternative response
to the problems, based on consultation
sensitive to Aboriginal culture.
We need to listen to the Aboriginal people.
They are asking for their rights as human
being and citizens of this country to be
respected. Deep spiritual and cultural issues
must be paramount in any legislation.
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Working in partnership with Aboriginal
people over the long term – rather than
‘quick fixes’- creates real changes that
will continue.
Social inclusion does not result from
intervention, imposition, discrimination
and exclusion. We call for an urgent
shift from punitive controls to measures
that restore community control, rebuild
Aboriginal initiative and capacity, improve
living conditions and show respect for
Aboriginal languages and culture.
The way forward needs to be principled,
promoting self-determination, enabling
participation in decision-making and
ensuring free, prior and informed consent.

Together, Australians can move towards
a stronger future for all Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples.
◆

”

Update from Canberra
Representatives from Indigenous rights
and community groups participated in
a joint press conference at Parliament
House in Canberra on the day the
Stronger Futures legislation was expected
to go before the Senate on Monday, June
18. The press conference was organised
by a group called Concerned Australians.
Read Chief Executive, Dr John Falzon's
address to the press conference on our
blog http://blog.vinnies.org.au

tion
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Vinnies statement
of support
In May the Elders from the Yolngu
Nations Assembly, which represents
eight nations in the Western, Central
and East Arnhem Lands areas of
the Northern Territory issued a
statement voicing their opposition
to the Stronger Future legislation.
In response to the Elders of the
Yolngu Nations’ media release, the
St Vincent de Paul Society issued its
own statement of support.

“

The Elders of the Yolngu Nations
Assembly today issued an historical
statement regarding the Australian
Government’s Stronger Futures Bills.
Their words are born from a strong and
positive vision for Australia. All of us,
especially those elected as legislators, have
a duty to listen to these words and to take
heed of their rejection of the Stronger
Futures Bills. They have called for an end
to interventionist policies and a return
to partnership based on the principles of
self-determination.
They state that the Federal Government
can achieve all its aims through
partnership rather than the imposition
of power from above. They speak with

authority and their message is one that
emerges from their collective wisdom and
experience. Common sense tells us that you
don’t build a community up by putting its
people down. We cannot learn what is right
if we fail to listen to what is wrong. They
have called, for example, for an appropriate
reinstatement of bilingual education
through all levels of schooling. This, rather
than a punitive approach, is central to how
we should be addressing the important
issue of school enrolment and attendance.
The St Vincent de Paul Society respectfully
acknowledges and supports the Statement of
the Elders of the Yolngu Nations Assembly
and calls on the Australian Government to
◆
do likewise.

”
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The history behind our Vinnies Centres
B y M ik e M o r a n

waste paper, furniture, bottles, even piano
cases- anything that could be used or sold.

If you mention ‘Cahills’ to
Sydneysiders of mature years,
the first thing they think of is
‘caramel sauce’.

This, Reg Cahill reported to general
agreement, was a work Australia should
be doing too. Until then the Society here
had relied on the ‘Conference wardrobe’,
a collection of clothes maintained by
each Conference and often made by
Ladies Sewing Guilds in each parish.
There is some evidence that the Society
maintained “a cast-off clothes depot” in
Launceston as early as 1904, but otherwise
nothing systematic had been done until
Reg Cahill’s paper, let alone something
involving recyclables and retail.

Cahills was a popular chain of
restaurants and confectionery shops,
renowned for affordable food, a
comfortable ambience, chocolates, ice
cream and, especially, ‘Cahills caramel
sauce’. ‘When it’s a question of dining or
lunching in town, either en famille or
to entertain friends’, advised the Sydney
Morning Herald in 1946, ‘the only decision
you have to debate is which of Cahills
restaurants will be your rendezvous’.
Cahills was founded by brother and
sister, Reg and Teresa Cahill. Reg (1890 to
1955) was a Lewisham Christian Brothers
boy who became a motor mechanic and
served with the AIF in the First World
War. Teresa (1896 to 1979) worked first for
a motorcycle agency in Sydney and then
for a motor car company in Los Angeles.
A single woman and highly successful
in business, she later became a Sydney
‘identity’, noted for charity work and
owning a string of glamorous cars.
Reg and Teresa went into business
together and opened their first café in Pitt
Street, Sydney, in 1922. They expanded
into shops and restaurants in the 1930s,
including an ‘Italian Coffee Shop’ in the
city in 1933. At its peak in the 1960s,
Cahills included 25 establishments in
Sydney, with outlets in Adelaide, Brisbane
and Melbourne. ‘Cahills Restaurants of
Distinction’ played a significant part in
broadening Australian cuisine.
But Reg Cahill gave us not only good food,
coffee and confectionery. He also gave
Australia something else which flourished
- the stores and shops which we know as
Vinnies Centres
In 1921 the St Vincent de Paul Society
held a National Congress in Sydney which
attracted up to 1,400 people to its various
T h e r e c o r d | W I N T ER 2 0 1 2

The Opportunity Shop at Ascot Vale in Melbourne in 1939.

events. They came from as far afield as
Perth and Rockhampton. It proved to be
the first of a series of triennial congresses
held throughout Australia up to 1954. These
were the biggest events in the Society’s
history, bar Eucharistic congresses.
They were also predominantly lay events,
something new for the Catholic Church
in Australia. In 1921 an audience of
800 people sat in Miss Bishop’s Hall in
Elizabeth Street, listening to laymen giving
papers on the future of the Society. One of
those laymen was Reg Cahill, now of
St Brigid’s Conference, Coogee.
Miss Bishop’s Hall has made some history
since 1921. It was the site of Australia’s first
major civil rights protest, the Aboriginal
Day of Mourning in 1938, and the site
of the 1965 national conference of the
Australian Labor Party which removed
the White Australia policy from its
platform. But in 1921 it was the site where
Reg Cahill stood up and started the
Vinnies stores.
Reg was not long back from visiting Teresa
in Los Angeles. His paper described the
‘Waste Collection Bureau’ of the Los
Angeles St Vincent de Paul Society, started
in 1917 to raise money for special works
and obtain goods for conferences to
provide to the needy. The bureau collected
all manner of recyclables - clothing, boots,

The result of his paper was the formation
in the year following the Congress of
the first St Vincent de Paul store in
Australia, at Newtown in Sydney in 1922,
the same year as the first Cahills café. Reg
Cahill had started two things which grew
and grew.
Today the Vinnies Centres are the
most public face of the Society. They
have undergone many name changes,
sometimes reflecting changed or
expanded activities, from recycling depots
and clothes shops to points of contact and
drop-in centres where you could have a
cup of tea and change a nappy.
The first in Sydney was known as a ‘Waste
Products Depot’ (1922) whereas the first
in Melbourne was an ‘Opportunity Shop’
(1926). At various times the Society has
operated a Waste Products Bureau (Perth
and Melbourne), an Old Wares Depot
(Newcastle, Brisbane), Vincentian Welfare
Stores (NSW 1940), Distribution Centres
and, most commonly, plain old stores and
shops.
In the early 1970s our Stores became
Centres - Family Centres, Welfare Centres,
and Centres of Charity - although not
uniformly throughout the Society. There
are now over 600 throughout Australia.
They all began with a man who gave
Australia good coffee and confectionery.
Which gift was the greater? ◆
Mike Moran is the National Council Archivist.
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Members of the Fitzroy Crossing community in the Northern Territory all pitched in to make Christmas 2011 a memorable one for local children.

Thank you to all
who helped celebrate
Christmas in the
Kimberley
Christmas in Australia is
normally hot wherever you go but the heat
is particularly evident in Fitzroy Crossing
where our average daily temperature exceeds
36 degrees. Last Christmas was made
that little bit brighter thanks to a shining
example set by some members of our local
community, to the Vincent de Paul Society
and to the Shire of Derby West Kimberley
Fitzroy Crossing, who all helped to organise
a memorable event.

Santa goes but the big bright smiles on
the faces of Fitzroy Crossing kids is an
immeasurable reward. Thanks go to
Ayesha Moss from the shire council and
the HAWK healthy communities program
contributed all the costs of the meats for
the barbeque and vegetables for the salads.

The spirit of Christmas has not been lost
on our invaluable bevy of helpers. Their
gift of giving is not unnoticed. Denice
Cotteril in particular gave no second
thought to lending a hand and offered to
organise a crew amongst her family and
work colleagues from the Department of
Child Protection to prepare the salads.
The other ladies were Michelle Dale, Stella
Jackamarra, Catherine Migro, Bronwyn
Cotterill and Joelene Cotterill. Long time
local Fitzroy Crossing resident Colleen
This is the second year of a partnership
Garner and her four sons all threw
between St Vinnies and the Shire of Derby
West Kimberley to provide a town Christmas themselves wholeheartedly into cooking as
party. A big thank-you goes out to these two did David Eggleston from the Department
of Disability Services. Senior Constable
organisations for their generous support. St
Mark Cummings of the Fitzroy Crossing
Vinnies once again came to the Christmas
party with the provision of over 300 presents Police was there to provide support in
for each boy and girl aged up to 15 years old. several ways. Last, but not least, is a warm
thank-you to Keith and his family from
It is always a wonderful occasion wherever

Macs Mechanical Services, who not only
represent Western Gospel Ministries and
the Fire and Emergency Services Authority
for use of the Fire Truck as Santa’s Sleigh.
St Vinnies in Geraldton has been able
to regularly supply the Fitzroy Valley
District with wool bales full of second
hand clothes. There is a lot of dignity in
being able to have access to a change of
clothes. The lifestyle here has begun to
improve with the creation of employment
but there is still much to be done. St
Vinnies State Office has offered support
the establishment of a Fitzroy Crossing
Conference and to lend further assistance
with food vouchers and power cards, but
there are no buildings available for lease.
It would be nice to be able to address the
problems associated with overcrowding
with the chronic shortage of houses, but
many of our residents would simply enjoy
being able to access affordable furniture
such as beds, lounges and tables and
chairs. The crusade continues. ◆
Daron Keogh
Northern Territory

celebration
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Mini Vinnies Little Book of Prayers
The St Vincent de Paul Society
in NSW recently published Mini
Vinnies Little Book of Prayers. The
book was a compilation of prayers
and pictures created by the Mini
Vinnies Conference members in
NSW. The book was a great success
and The Record is delighted to share
some of the students’ work, which
is both entertaining and thoughtprovoking at times.

Dear God,
We pray for all the people grieving
because someone they know and love
has gone to heaven, that they will
not long be sad.
Please help the people who have lost
everything through a natural disaster
or war so they have the courage to
start again.
By Eliza,
St Mary’s Primary School, Armidale

A gratitude prayer
I am thankful For my Mum and
Dad, for their nagging because it
means I have been given the gift of
a family.
For my brothers and sisters who
always complain about doing chores
because this means they are at
home.
For the pocket money I get because
it means that I am worthwhile.
For the mess to clean in my room
because it means that I Am not
alone and have responsibilities.
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For the clothes I wear because it
means that I am comfortable.
For all the complaining I hear
from my friends about homework
because it means that we have an
education.
For the traffic on my way to school
because it means I have transport.
For the noise from my peers in class
because it means that I have all my
senses.
For my parents who act as taxi
drivers because it means I am loved
and cared for.
For all of these and many more we
are truly grateful.

The Homeless

By Mater Dei,
Primary School, Blakehurst.

By Holly,
St Anthony’s Primary School, Kingscliff

Dear God,
Help the people who are homeless,
give them food, water and a place
to sleep. Help them get some money,
even a job!
Help them as you have helped me.
Help them stand up and face their
fears. Please try to help them, in
return, we will pray each night and
give money to charity, if we find
somebody that is poor we will help
them and keep them in our prayers.
Amen
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God please look after my
Family and my grandmother
And grandfather
Lord hear us
By Emily,
St Mary’s Primary School, Concord.

A prayer for winter
God of love,
During the season of winter, we
remember people who are less
fortunate than us.
We pray for people who have no
shelter, comfort and support.We
sleep under a roof, they sleep in
cold rain.

We pray for people with no
food or water and struggling for
survival. We have warm heaters,
they have cold ground.
We pray for people living on
the street, who are sick and
helpless, watching many walk by
disappointed. We sleep in beds,
they sleep on the ground and
benches.
Help these people to be strong and
faithful during this winter season.
Please support all these people
who haven’t got caring and loving
people such as a family to look
after them.
We ask you to help us to
be more like Jesus and Mary

Mackillop by not taking things we
have for granted and never see
a need without doing something
about it’ .
Lord hear us.
By Billy, Jordan, Jordi, Natalia, Noah,
Rakeli, Sam and Sarah,
St Michael’s Primary School, Meadowbank

The Mini Vinnies Little
Book of Prayers is available
to purchase. For further
information please contact
(02) 9568 0255 or email
youth@vinnies.org.au
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Child’s Bible - ‘God Speaks to His Children’
The Catholic Church’s most successful Child’s Bible ever!
Feed a Child with the Word of God

Bolivia

Worldwide, the Church is under
attack from atheistic regimes,
militant Islam, sects and basic
ignorance of the Faith.
The international Catholic charity Aid
to the Church in Need (ACN) is able
to counter these attacks by supplying
Child’s Bibles to children and families
who simply cannot afford them, in
countries where the Church is poor or
persecuted.
Since its launch in 1979, ACN has
printed and distributed 48 million
copies of God Speaks to His Children
in 167 languages. It is the Catholic
Church’s most successful Child’s
bible ever!
This inspiring book can also teach the
Faith here in Australia: with your family,
godchildren, or in your parish or school.
The Child’s Bible is a perfect gift for
children, grandchildren, nephews and
nieces, especially to mark a First Holy
Communion. The Bible complements
the catechism and children’s rosary
booklet also published by ACN and
available via our website.

Beautifully illustrated by Spanish nun,
Miren Sorne, this delightful Child’s
bible is available for a donation of
$7.00.

Rosary from the Holy Land

Simple in design and yet profound in its
symbolic significance, the olivewood
rosary, handmade in Bethlehem
by Christian families struggling for
survival, are also available for a
donation of $7.00. All proceeds will go
towards the work of Aid to the Church
in Need for the poor and persecuted
Church worldwide.

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED THROUGHOUT
48 Bible stories from the Old and New Testaments
Available for a donation of $7.00
A lovely gift idea!
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Truth lies behind the jargon-filled phrases
B y Li a m D u n c a n

Sometimes in the Society we take
a sense of ‘spiritual literacy’ for
granted. Many people who have
served within this organisation have
known the Church and their faith
intimately for many years. As such,
it’s easy to fall into conversations that
end up consisting of only buzzwords,
of jargon-filled phrases.
The well-known quotes of
Vincent, Frederic, Louise and Rosalie are
often repeated, to the point that we now
say them without thinking about what they
really mean. (And don’t get me started on
Opening/Closing Conference Prayers!)
As with all aspects of language, the more
you repeat something – especially if it
is being repeated automatically – the
less you think about it, the more it loses
its meaning.
Many of our young members today have
a very different connection to faith than
that of the past. Rather than a deductive
understanding of faith, in which the truths
presented by the Church are applied to our
experiences, young people are approaching
from an inductive faith process – using
the experiences of our lives to shape our
understanding of faith.
This means that a lot of these buzzwords
that we use are completely alien to young
people – whose sense of faith might be
incredibly strong and vibrant, but whose
spiritual literacy (having the ability to use
that jargon that we are so used to in order
to name the faith-filled experience of our
service) might be very underdeveloped.
Take one example. It is often said that
in our service to those living with
disadvantage, Vincentians ‘see Christ in the
poor’. What a statement! You could spend
years identifying all the ways in which that
shapes what we do. But for someone with
little spiritual literacy – how do we expect
them to make sense of that?

For those of us who consider ourselves to
be very spiritually literate – how often do
we take the time to make sense of that?
For if we, as many of us do I’m sure, truly
recognise the sacramental presence of
Jesus in the people that we serve, surely the
way in which we serve them is going to be
completely altered than if we hadn’t seen
this. The idea that love is the first gift we give
is going to make so much sense.
In fact, if we understood how it is we see
Christ in the poor, we could spend years
looking at how we then love every one
of those people we serve, including those
characters that challenge us so strongly. In
fact, if we understood how we see Christ
in the poor, we could spend years looking

at the very nature of love itself and how it
operates through our service. It might be a
conversation that never ends – but imagine
how beautifully it might shape the way in
which we serve the poor?
But instead we get stuck just saying things
because they have always been said. And we
risk alienating those who don’t understand
this language of ours. And when we do that,
we risk our service not living up to those
love-filled visions of Frederic and Vincent. ◆
Liam Duncan has been a member of the Society for six
years. He has previously been a member of the NSW
State Youth Team, has acted as a member of the NSW
Provisional Board and has represented NSW on the
National Youth Team.
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There is no magic solution to poverty.
It takes compassion, commitment and money.

Donate now to the Vinnies Winter Appeal.
Call 13 18 12 or visit vinnies.org.au
Vinnies changes lives every day.
CANBERRA/GOULBURN CENTRAL COUNCIL
PO Box 642,
Mawson ACT 2607
Ph: (02) 6282 2722

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
GPO Box 1804,
Adelaide SA 5001
Ph: (08) 8112 8734

NEW SOUTH WALES
PO Box 19,
Petersham NSW 2049
Ph: (02) 9568 0262

TASMANIA
191 Invermay Road,
Invermay TAS 7248
Ph: (03) 6333 0822

NORTHERN TERRITORY
PO Box 1468,
Nightcliff NT 0814
Ph: (08) 8948 8100

VICTORIA
Locked Bag 4800,
Box Hill VIC 3128
Ph: (03) 9895 5800

QUEENSLAND
PO Box 3351,
South Brisbane QLD 4101
Ph: (07) 3010 1000

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
PO Box 473,
Belmont WA 6984
Ph: (08) 9475 5400

The St Vincent de Paul Society follows the National Privacy Principles and
keeps donors’ information private. If you do not wish your details to be used for
future fundraising activities undertaken by the Society, please tick this box

My cheque or money order is enclosed, crossed ‘Non-Negotiable’ and made
payable to ‘St Vincent de Paul Society’.
*Not all States take Diners or Amex. Donations of $2 or more are tax deductible. W12REC

